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Mrs. Vander Wielen 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Literacy 
I am pleased with the number of 

students who are regularly 
exchanging books and recording 

their books for our home reading 
program.  We already have several 
students who have already read 30 

or more books!!!  I am looking 
forward to seeing all of the student’s 

February reading goals. 
Even good readers need to be 

reading at home to practice their 

early reading skills.   

 

Math 
In Math, we have just begun our “Geometry 

and Spatial Sense” unit.  We are learning 
about 2-dimensional shapes and 3-

dimensional figures (e.g. cube, cone, 
cylinder, rectangular prism).  Please review 
their worksheets at home.  I will indicate on 

their work, if they are having difficulty with a 
particular concept. 

 

100’s Day 
We will be celebrating 100’s Day the 

week of February 9th.  We plan on doing 
lots of fun activities and lots of counting 

activities to see how many different 
ways we can count to 100. 

 

Winter Carnival 
Just a reminder that we will be 

outside for the majority of the day 
on Friday, February 13th as part of 

our school wide winter carnival.  
Please ensure your child is 

dressed for the weather. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Valentine’s Day 

Here are the names of the students in the 
class to help you with addressing your 

Valentine’s Cards. 
 

Gavin    Arlee      Gracy   Vada     
Dylan       Grayden       Aubrey     

Dustin      Luke      Olivia      Sienna       
Max      Milo     Ryan       Andrew        

Rachael     Hudson      Ben     
Drake     Stacey        Caleb          

 

Science 
We are currently learning about a 
variety of different materials, the 

characteristics of these materials, and 
why certain materials are used when 

making different objects. 

 

Report Cards 
Report cards will be going home 

February 20.  Please fill out the lower 
section of page 3/4 and return to 

school. 
 
As always, if you have any questions 
or concerns, please don’t hesitate to 
contact me. 
Sherry Hall 

 


